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AS

Amanda Fowler began

preparing her entries for the 2004
Senior Art Show, she decided to
include something d ifferent in the
exhibit, which each spring features
the best work produced by the
graduating art majors during their
time at Furman.
After pondering the possibili
ties, Fowler, who intends to pursue
a Master of Fine Arts degree in
photography, came up with the idea
of a set of black and white photo
graphs, done postcard style - or,
to use her term, "anti-postcards."
The twist: She would depict less
exciting, more mundane aspects
of campus life than are typically
showcased in the glossy, Chamber
of Commerce shots one ordinarily
sees in university publications such
as - ahem - Furman magazine.
But instead of producing a
snide or sarcastic photographic
commentary showing the flip side
of America's most beautiful campus,
she took a more subtle tact, focus
ing on every-day scenes that might
not ordinarily attract attention but
that, over the course of her stay

Chapel View

on campus, had left a mark on
her psyche.
She did her work in the late fall
and winter, when the surroundings
are more severe than during the rest
of the year, and her decision to
shoot in black and white added
to the impact of the photos. Some
she posed ; others she discovered
as she wandered around campus.
During the Senior Show, she dis
played them on a postcard "wheel"
similar to one you might see at the
checkout counter of your neighbor
hood store.
The result is less a collection
of "anti-postcards" than a nostalgic
and, in the end, affectionate take on
the campus and campus life as she
saw it. At their best, and in their
unad orned way, the photos might
cause one to nod and smile and
say, "Oh yeah, I remember that."
We offer a selection here. The
full set features 23 prints. To see

Prospectives

other samples from the collection
or to purchase a print, write Amanda
at fowler04an@yahoo.com.
- Jim Stewart
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